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Biography:
Iain Crichton Smith (1928 - 1998) (his gaelic name was Iain Mac a ‘Ghobhainn’) was
born in Glasgow in 1928, Smith grew up from the age of two on the island of Lewis. The
language of his upbringing was Gaelic; he learned English as his second language when he
went to school at the Nicolson Institute in Stornoway. Later, he took a degree in English at
the University of Aberdeen.
From there he became a school teacher in Clydebank then Oban, where he could contemplate his island upbringing at close range, but with a necessary degree of detachment.
He retired early from teaching in 1977 to concentrate on his writing.
Smith won various literary awards and was made an OBE in 1980. He published work
in Gaelic under the name Iain Mac a’Ghobhainn, and did translations of Gaelic work into
English, much of it his own, as well as Sorley MacLean’s poetry. Smith’s work in Gaelic is
generally considered to best reveal his mastery; a good example is his collection of Gaelic
poems and short stories, Bùrn is Aran (1960), or his novel An t-Aonaran (1976).
His recurring themes of loss, exile and isolation are also present in his English work. He
wrote several novels, the most celebrated of which is Consider the Lilies (1968), a short
novel completed in ten days which tells the story of an old woman being evicted from
her home during the Highland Clearances. His other novels include A Field Full of Folk
(1982), In the Middle of the Wood (1987) and An Honourable Death (1992).
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Iain Crichton Smith died in 1998. He famously, and posthumously, played a significant part
in the opening ceremony of the new Scottish Parliament on 1st July 1999 when his poem
The Beginning of a New Song was recited as part of the proceedings. The poem called for
a renewed Scotland to be “Inventive, original, philosophical” – a fitting description for the
man himself.
Written By Colin Clark
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Two Old Women
Old Woman
And she, being old, fed from a mashed plate
as an old mare might droop across a fence
to the dull pastures of its ignorance.
Her husband held her upright while he prayed
to God who is all-forgiving to send down
some angel somewhere who might land perhaps
in his foreign wings among the gradual crops.
She munched, half dead, blindly searching the spoon.
Outside, the grass was raging. There I sat
imprisoned in my pity and my shame
that men and women having suffered time
should sit in such a place, in such a state
and wished to be away, yes, to be far away
with athletes, heroes, Greek or Roman men
who pushed their bitter spears into a vein
and would not spend an hour with such decay.
‘Pray God,’ he said, ‘we ask you, God,’ he said.
The bowed back was quiet. I saw the teeth
tighten their grip around a delicate death.
And nothing moved within the knotted head
but only a few poor veins as one might see
vague wishless seaweed floating on a tide
of all the salty waters where had died
too many waves to mark two more or three.
Iain Crichton Smith wrote a number of poems with the title Old Woman. They vary quite
a lot in their approach to the subject, much like a painter might depict the same subjects
in different tones and colours, and from different points of view.
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The first of the Old Woman poems presented here is a meditation on death. The subject
of the poem is introduced to us in an advanced state of old age. She is sick, having to
be spoon-fed mashed up food (potatoes, probably) by her husband while he holds her
upright with his free hand. We realise we are spying on this old couple, on a very private
sight – their prayers, their suffering – thanks to the poet/ narrator. He appears in verse 3,
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tells us he is outside, sitting on the “raging” grass, “imprisoned in [his] pity and [his] shame.”
We are then allowed to share in his views of death as inspired by contemplation of the
old woman.
The mood of the poem is necessarily dismal. Such a treatment of death rarely calls for
a jaunty vocabulary. A cursory glance at the kinds of words being used in the opening
stanzas clue us into the kind of mood established here: droop, dull, ignorance, gradual, half
dead, blindly. The word ‘old’ is repeated twice in the first verse. Age and death – they are
inextricable, really. Time is not seen positively, indeed it is something to be suffered. And
the end of all the suffering shall be “to sit in such a place, in such a state”.
What other themes are at work here? Religion pops up, in the prayers of the woman’s
husband. But the angel, God’s representative, is considered alien to this culture or
environment as it is said to have “foreign wings”. It is something from a far away place
– perhaps religion is something that is perceived by the poet to reside elsewhere. The old
couple seem to have been deserted in their suffering by any kind of benign deity. There
is also a reluctance to name the angel as a bringer of death – it is only referred to as
“some” angel, yet it is clearly invoked as a way for the old woman to be released from her
suffering.
The theme of ‘elsewhere’ also occurs – from the “foreign wings” of the angel, to the
“Greek or Roman” “athletes or heroes”. The speaker in the poem is wishing himself into
a different life, a life where you live fast and die young, where life is lived to the full, and
morbidity, “decay”, are not tolerated. Why “Greek or Roman” men? Perhaps the narrator
wants us to consider life in a Scottish community and the desperate cries of suffering and
pleas to God we hear there, and draw some kind of parallel with the great civilisations
of the past, where Christianity was born and grew up. Certainly, the reference introduces
a classical, even mythical, element to the poem. The past is seen as somewhere better,
somewhere more heroic.
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The speaker, however, is stuck there. He may wish himself elsewhere, but he is as much
of the land he inhabits as the dying woman. There is an unsettled feeling about the poem
which may reflect the speaker’s unsettled nature. The land is described contrastingly: the
crops about him are “gradual”, in sharp contrast to the grass, which is “raging”. The speaker
describes himself as “imprisoned in my pity and my shame”, but the subjects who bring
out these feelings in him have none of his self-awareness – they simply get on with the
business of survival, and suffering, as best they know how. It is perhaps this self-awareness,
this knowledge of cultures and times beyond the here and now (the “Greek and Roman
men”) that causes his ‘imprisonment’. And the sea, which in poetry so often carries people
away, is often a harbinger of adventure and travel, here in this poem carries merely “vague
wishless seaweed”. Perhaps he senses his own death.
There is some semblance of structure and unity of form going on in the poem here, but,
apart from the clearly delineated four line stanzas, it is not immediately obvious. First of
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all, rhyme scheme takes a while to make itself clear: the first verse certainly employs only
half-rhymes (“plate/ prayed” and “fence/ ignorance”) which we may well miss first time
around. The rhyming is inconsistent throughout the poem, varying from the strong “see/
three” and “said/ head”, to words which rhyme very obliquely such as “teeth/ death” and
“shame/ time”, yet there is a perceptible pattern abba at work in the poem.
Similarly with metre we can identify a pattern, but not one that is held with any
consistency. The lines are almost all of 10 syllables, with some notable exceptions, namely
the first line of verse 3 “and wished to be away, yes, to be far away” which is 12 syllables,
its obvious irregularity draws our attention to the meaning. The lines follow no identifiable
metrical pattern.
Are these formal difficulties somehow indicative of the speaker’s unsettled mental state?
Old Woman
Your thorned back
heavily under the creel
you steadily stamped the rising daffodil.
Your set mouth
forgives no-one, not even God’s justice
perpetually drowning law with grace.
Your cold eyes
watched your drunken husband come
unsteadily from Sodom home.
Your grained hands
dandled full and sinful cradles.
You built for your children stone walls.
Your yellow hair
burned slowly in a scarf of grey
wildly falling like mountain spray.
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Finally you’re alone
among the unforgiving brass,
the slow silences, the sinful glass.
Who never learned,
not even aging, to forgive
our poor journey and our common grave
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while the free daffodils
wave in the valleys and on the hills
the deer look down with their instinctive skills,
and the huge sea
in which your brothers drowned sings slow
over the headland and the peevish crow.
It is a very different old woman we meet in this poem. Not hunched over in death, but
twisted in another way. It is not a flattering portrait by any means. What are we meant to
make of such a description? Is it not too extreme to take seriously? Look at the first lines
of the first five verses: “your thorned back . . . your set mouth . . . your cold eyes . . . your
grained hands . . . your yellow hair.” What a monster!
But what has made her like this? What life has she had to endure? Surely a woman with
such a hard and ugly exterior must have some redeeming qualities? We don’t find too
many of them in the opening verses. A woman who “steadily [stamps] daffodils” is not one
we warm to quickly.
What has set her mouth so hard? There is a Biblical anger towering over everything in the
poem. The poet draws from a lexicon which includes words like: Sodom, sinful (twice),
unforgiving – the word ‘forgive’ appears in the 7th verse, but it is attached to the phrase
“never learned to”. There is also a lexicon of nature working in the poem. This includes
hard, harsh elements such as: stone, burned, wildly, mountain, (huge) sea, which are closely
associated with the old woman. Simple household objects are given added significance by
the unusual adjectives which describe them: her cradles are “sinful”; her “yellow” (strangely,
not blonde) hair “burned”; in her home the brasses are “unforgiving” and the glass also
“sinful”. The nature theme, introduced in verse one by the daffodils stamped on by the
old woman, is extended later in the poem where we again find daffodils, also deer. In this
poem, as elsewhere in Smith’s poetry, the deer symbolise a wild, untamed yet beneficent
presence. It looks, but it does not judge. The deer’s “instinctive skills” contrast sharply with
the heavily religious kind of knowledge that has obliterated all feeling in the woman. She in
one who has forgotten her own “instinctive skills”.
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But is the old woman herself really the subject of such scorn and criticism or is she the
symbol through which Smith attacks some larger force at work in this community? As suggested by the opening verse where we are given what looks to be a critical and unflattering portrait of a bitter old woman – but when we reflect, we notice that there is a creel
on her back, heavy, causing her to hunch over and presumably cause her to be careless
about her step. This is tough physical work. Look what it has done to her.
What else? She has a drunken, and most likely, abusive husband. She is no lady of leisure,
as indicated by her “grained hands”. But what of the “stone walls” she built for her children? Does she show them no love? Finally, she finds herself alone, barricaded from all
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feeling. She has walled herself in as much as she has shut everybody else out, including her
children.
She is the product of her community. She has been created by the difficult living conditions that have given her a “thorned back” and grained hands, that have taken her brothers
and drowned them at sea. But she has refused to see beyond that narrow way of living,
she has refused to “forgive/ our poor journey and our common grave”. In other words,
she has looked down too much on her fellow creatures with scorn and bitter judgement. In contrast, the deer and the daffodils, who share this harsh landscape with her, look
down on the village and its people, but much more passively, naturally, instinctively. They
do what they do; they live, exist, with nature. The suggestion is that the old woman could
have these “instinctive skills” too, but is prevented from ever acquiring them, indeed she
may not even know she possesses them because of “God’s justice/ perpetually drowning
law with grace.” The harshness of God’s law, and its over-zealous application, prevents us
achieving the grace of a natural state of being.
Written By Colin Clark

The End of an Auld Sang:
On the 16th January 1707, with a raise of a sceptre, the Kingdom of Scotland ceased to
exist. The vote on Parliamentary Union with England had passed with a resounding majority. It was a hard won political battle, by no means unanimous, which many believed would
never be won. As the events in Parliamentary House in Edinburgh drew to a conclusion,
Lord Seafield, a keen supporter of the Union, remarked: “Now there’s the end of an auld
sang.”
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For better or worse, Scotland was yoked in its political future to England. The three
hundred years since have not exactly been a time of bitter slavery, or repression, or even
aggressive colonial rule, as some nationalists have suggested, but a time which on balance has been more favourable for Scotland than most would like to admit. By sacrificing
control over its own affairs, the Union brought (or bought) Scotland new wealth and
greater financial stability. A new optimism flourished in the streets, and in the universities,
and gave birth eventually to the Enlightenment: a period of intense and spectacular intellectual growth centred on the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow. Edinburgh especially
became a hothouse of creativity with the cross-fertilisation of ideas taking place as much
in university debating chambers as in claret-fuelled discussions in salons and living rooms
across the town.
During this period in Scotland after the Union, tremendous advances were made in areas
like moral philosophy, ethics, economics, engineering, literature, geology, and the botanical sciences. Some of them, it is not an exaggeration to say, changed the world for ever
and gave birth to the modern age. For a while, during the 18th century and into the 19th,
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Scotland was at the cutting edge of world culture. Many of these new ideas found their
way across the Atlantic and were put into action in the founding of the new nations of the
USA and Canada. Several important institutions there, from universities to the structure
of government, were established by Scots, or their descendants, or based on principals
outlined by prominent and influential Scots thinkers.
A great amount of controversy still surrounds this chapter in Scotland’s history. The feeling
of those opposed to the Union can be neatly summed up in Robert Burns’s poem Parcel
of Rogues which begins:
Fareweel tae a’ wir’ Scottish fame, fareweel oor ancient glory,
Fareweel e’en tae wir’ Scottish name that’s praised in martial story,
and concludes:
We were bought and sold for English gold,
Sic’ a parcel o’ rogues in a nation.
Many people still see the Union as a mostly negative thing. They hold that the country was
betrayed by greedy merchants and nobles, that Scotland’s culture, history and heritage
were compromised and cast aside in favour of selfish advances, and that we were sold out
by our own people into the hands of the ‘auld enemy’.
One of the curious facts about British history is the avidity which many Scots had for the
Union. Indeed, many of the institutions we hold to be uniquely English, or British, were the
work of Scots, or managed by them. Two of the most easily recognisable symbols of British Empire are, arguably, John Bull and Rule Britannia. John Bull is the chubby, ruddy-faced
patriotic cartoon character with a Union Flag-wearing bulldog. Rule Britannia is a kind of
unofficial ‘national’ anthem, which celebrates Britannic world domination with lines which
describe Britain as “the dread and envy” of all inferior nations who are “not so blest as
thee”, and contains such emotive images of Britain as a “Blest isle! with matchless beauty
crowned”. Both were inventions of Scots. John Bull was created in 1712 – a mere 5 years
after the Union – by Sir John Arbuthnot, a Scottish physician. Rule Britannia was written by
James Thompson, a poet from the Scottish Borders.
Perhaps some Scots recognised such a debt of gratitude in the wake of the Union that
they felt they needed to out-English the English. Not a point of view guaranteed to win
you many friends these days.
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Unfortunately, the last hundred years have seen a sharp decline in Scotland’s fortunes. In
particular, the final few decades of the 20th century saw Scotland ruled and directed by
an unpopular government which it had overwhelmingly rejected. Throughout the 1980s
and 90s, mere handfuls of Conservative MPs were returned to Westminster from Scottish
constituencies, yet under the electoral system they were allowed to continue to govern
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in Scotland, at times, it seemed, unfairly – even contemptuously, as with the experimental
introduction of the hated Poll Tax in Scotland a year before it was introduced in England.
Traditional industries such as manufacturing and engineering were dismantled often with
nothing to fill the void, wrecking entire communities. The education system, once the
model for countries across the western world, saw its recent significant improvements
and advances become debased and eroded by almost constant political interference and
under-funding.
Clearly, the Union, which had served Scotland well in its early stages, was beginning to
sour. A rising tide of discontent among the people of Scotland and a new political will for
self-determination took hold, carried by a new sense of optimism following the landslide victory for a new Labour government. Finally, in September 1997, Scotland’s voters
were given the opportunity to have a greater say in their destiny. A referendum was held
in which the Scottish electorate decided overwhelmingly in favour of the creation of a
Scottish Parliament. The Union would remain intact, but the people of Scotland would
be given a greater share in the decision-making process that for so long had been in the
hands of politicians in Westminster. They would vote for their own Members of a Scottish
Parliament, to be based in Edinburgh, who would more directly represent their views and
concerns.
It was, to paraphrase Lord Seafield, the beginning of a new song.
Written By Colin Clark

The Beginning of a New Song :
Let our three-voiced country
sing in a new world
joining the other rivers without dogma,
but with friendliness to all around her.
Let her new river shine on a day
that is fresh and glittering and contemporary;
Let it be true to itself and to its origins
inventive, original, philosophical,
its institutions mirror its beauty;
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then without shame we can esteem ourselves
Iain Crichton Smith
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Further Reading
simplyscottish.com
a thorough introduction to ICS and his work
http://www.simplyscottish.com/readingroom/history/gaelic_smith.htm
Edwin Morgan tribute
a personal and critical study by his friend and fellow poet
http://www.arts.gla.ac.uk/ScotLit/ASLS/ICSmith.html
gaelicscottish.com
a much more analytical study of one of ICS’s most enduring works “Deer on the High
Hills” by Douglas Gifford of Glasgow University.
http://www.gaelicscottish.com/docs/iainCrichtonDeer.htm
The following websites will be of general interest to the student of Scottish literature:
Scottish Literary Tour Trust
Featuring an extensive section on the Makars’ Literary Tour
http://www.scot-lit-tour.co.uk
National Library of Scotland
http://www.nls.uk/
Scottish Poetry Library
A very attractively laid out website with information on some of the major poets of the
20th century along with detailed readings of their best-known works.
http://www.spl.org.uk/index.html
SLAINTE
The name stands for Scottish Librarians Across the Internet. This excellent site features
brief, well-written biographies of many of the great Scottish writers.
http://www.slainte.org.uk/Scotauth/scauhome.htm
Scots Online
From essays to an online dictionary this is a web-based resource with everything you
could possibly need to know about the Scots language and how it is used.
http://www.scots-online.org/
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Shudder at the Niffer
An essay in Scots about Scots.
http://www.fleimin.demon.co.uk/Bletherskite/Shudder_At_The_Niffer.htm
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Gaelic & Scottish Connections
A resource on Gaelic language and culture, featuring poetry and essays and an online dictionary.

http://www.gaelicscottish.com/
Electric Scotland
Electric Scotland is a real mixed bag of Scottish paraphernalia with nationalist overtones.
This page in particular allows you to hear and read complete Scots poems, from
MacDiarmid to Dunbar.
http://www.electricscotland.com/si/features/scots/complete.htm
Literature links
An encyclopaedic web of links to Scots magazines, monuments, libraries and languages.
http://www.burryman.com/scotland.html - lit
Project Gutenberg
This is a web-based publisher of copyright expired books.
http://www.ibiblio.org/gutenberg/cgi-bin/sdb/t9.cgi/
Poetry Archive
A good, user-friendly site, sponsored by a bookseller, which features examples from some
of the best poets in the world.
http://www.poetry-archive.com/
Poem Index
Almost 900 poems in the English language from 13th to 19th centuries.
http://tcsu.trin.cam.ac.uk/~john/pgbev/html-interface/full-index.html
Representative Poetry On-line
An enormous and easy to use resource based at the University of Toronto featuring
alphabetical and chronological lists of 450 poets with substantial selections of their work.
http://eir.library.utoronto.ca/rpo/display/poet42.html
Scottish PEN
The name stands for Poets, Playwrights, Editors, Essayists and Novelists and the
organisation exists to promote the friendly co-operation between writers in the interests
of freedom of expression throughout the world.
http://www.scottishpen.org/
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Writers’ Portraits
Photographic and biographical pen portraits of some of Scotland’s greatest contemporary
writers.
http://www.nls.uk/writestuff/
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Anthologies
The Book of Prefaces
edited and glossed by Alasdair Gray
Bloomsbury (2000)
Every home should have one. Dust jacket contains this advice: “Warning to Parents,
Teachers, Librarians, Booksellers. Do not let smart children handle this book. It will help
them pass examinations without reading anything else.”
The Faber Book of Twentieth Century Scottish Poetry
Edited by Douglas Dunn
Faber & Faber (1992)
A detailed account of the dramatic transformations the Scottish verse underwent in the
previous century, with an enlightening introduction by Dunn.
The New Penguin Book of Scottish Verse
edited by Robert Crawford and Mick Imlah
Penguin (2000)
A beautifully presented chronology of some of the greatest Scottish poetry, from the 6th
century to the present.
The Penguin Book of Scottish Verse
edited by Tom Scott
Penguin (1970)
Earlier incarnation of above, edited by Scott – a recent inductee to Makars’ Court.
Contains the infamous and controversial rude verse attributed to Burns. Makes for an
interesting comparison with Crawford & Imlah’s anthology.
An Anthology of Scottish Women Poets
Edited by Catherine Kerrigan
Edinburgh University Press (1991)
Covers folksong, ballad, Scots and Anglo-Scots, from the middle ages to contemporary
poets.

Studies and Criticism
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Scottish Literature
eds Douglas Gifford, et al
Edinburgh University Press (2002)
This is just about all you need to know about Scottish literature. A comprehensive, and
very readable book. Excellent.
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The Mainstream Companion to Scottish Literature
Trevor Royle
Mainstream (1993)
Alphabetically arranged standard reference on Scottish literature.
Modern Scottish Literature
Alan Bold
Longman (1983)
Discussion of the major writers and texts of Scottish literature in the 20th century. Brilliant
study material for Higher English.
Imagine a City: Glasgow In Fiction
Moira Burgess
Argyll (1998)
The definitive work on Glasgow’s place in Scottish literature, written by the author of the
Makars Court Tour script.
A History of Scottish Women’s Writing
edited by Douglas Gifford and Dorothy McMillan
Edinburgh University Press (1997)
This is the best book around for Scottish women’s writing at the moment. Tone can be a
bit academic in places.

Contacts
For further information about this project contact:
Morris Paton
Scottish Literary Tour Trust.
Suite 2
97b West Bow
Edinburgh
EH1 2JP
E-mail: info@scot-lit-tour.co.uk
Web: www.scot-lit-tour.co.uk
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